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College loans
available to
all students
by Gayle Cohen
senior writer
All students can now borrow the money they need
for college, even if they've been turned down for
loans before, according to the JMU Office of
Financial Aid.
Congress passed "the most sweeping and wide
change rcauthorization we've ever had" for financial
aid regulations July 23, said John Sellers, JMU's
director of financial aid and student employment.
The changes went in effect Oct. 1.
The new guidelines involve changes in eligibility,
loan limits and repayment. The greatest changes,
Sellers said, fall into the loan category.
Anybody can get a loan now
Before the reaulhorization, students had to fill out
a Financial Aid Form so that JMU could determine
how much money they needed to go to college.
Families had to meet certain requirements to be
eligible for a low-interest, subsidized loan. Interest
on a subsidized loan doesn't begin until six months
after graduation.
Under the new system, if students are ineligible
for a subsidized loan they can take out an
LOANS page 2
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JMU students train
disabled athletes/13

JMU's definition of comedy
From left, Steve Gilman, Tim Young, Jennifer Jule, Julie Conroy, Shannon
Collins, and Andy Wynn lament Christian Perritt's death during a Cillia skit. See a
profile of the improvisational acting troupe on page 14.
.

New town manager ready to work
with JMU students, administrators

INSIDE
Train-A-Champ

CRAIG NEWMAN/THE BREEZE

by Sara Hammel
staff writer

A laugh a minute
Cillia brings
improvisational
comedy to JMU/14

Men's basketball opens
with exhibition win
The Dukes opened the
exhibition season with a win
Friday over the Cuban
National Team/21
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He's only been in office for a little over two
weeks, but Harrisonburg's new city manager already
knows that a big part of his job will be working with
JMU students and administrators.
Steven E. Stewart was appointed Harrisonburg
City Manager Nov. 2, and will be replacing retired
manager Marvin Milam.
"One of the first people that I met with after
coming here was (JMU President Ronald| Carrier, to
talk about those relationships," Stewart said.
He said that he and Carrier didn't discuss anything
specific, and that it was just a chance for them to talk
about future relations.
"My understanding is that basically there's been a
good relationship between the city and the
university," Stewart said.

"I would certainly want there to be a good
relationship, and I'd like to build on whatever
positive things that have been done in the past."
But Stewart said that at this point in his
administration, he hasn't examined issues like the
safety of the crosswalk in front of Anthony-Seeuer
Hall.
"I understand there has been a lot of discussion
about the crosswalk, but as far as the particulars. I
really don't know much about it," Stewart said. "But
I don't intend to be able to come in after two and a
half weeks in Harrisonburg, and be able to spout off
a lot of things that ought to be done or ought not to
be done."
But Stewart said if students have concerns about
the crosswalk or about anything else, he is willing to
talk with them.
MANAGER page 2
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Loans
CONTINUED/rom^*/
unsubsidizcd loan. They can pay the
interest in installments during the year
or let it build up and pay it when they
graduate.
The reauthorization also raises the
limits of how much students can
borrow, he said.
Previously,
freshmen
and
sophomores could take out loans up to
$2,625 and juniors and seniors could
get up to $4,000.
While the freshman limit remains
the same, sophomores can now
borrow up to $3,500 and juniors and
seniors can borrow up to $5,500.
Sellers also said that the limit for
the Parent Loan for Undergraduate
Students has been raised from $4,000
to "the cost of education."
That means students can borrow
money for the total amount of tuition,
books and food.
Between Stafford loans and PLUS
loans, the cost of education can be
covered entirely for any student
willing to borrow, he said.
Rules help working students
Because of these new regulations,
Sellers said the amount of money

But, "In a way I don't think we're
doing the middle class a favor by
opening up all these loans," Assistant
Director of Financial Aid and Student
Employment Cheryl Rader said.
She pointed
out that these
education,
changes will put
families at risk of
even if they
getting
in over
didn't have a
their
heads,
job.
borrowing
That
money
they
minimum
might not be able
contribution
to pay back.
John
Sellers
"Loan
has
been
director of financial aid office limits go way up
eliminated.
^————-— an(] free money
And last
is going way down," she said.
year, working students were assessed
But Sellers said the availability of
by 70 percent of their earnings. Now,
"free
money,'' such as grants, has not
students are only assessed if they
changed
significantly. The only real
make more than $1,750 a year, and
change,
he
said, is that the maximum
then they'll only be assessed 50
for
the
Pell
Grant has decreased from
percent of what they make over that
$2,400
to
$2,300.
amount
In Sellers' opinion, most JMU
Sellers said this change was made
students
will benefit from the
because of complaints that students
reauthorization.
were being penalized for working.
There are some downers," he said,
The goal of this reauthorization,
"but
overall I think it's a plus." He
Sellers said, is to give a break to the
added
that independent students will
middle income group, which he
bear
the
brunt of these "downers."
defined roughly as having an income
between $35,000 and $50,000.
Some get less money
dependent students are required to
contribute to their own educational
costs has been drastically reduced.
Until now, dependent students were
expected to contribute $700 to $900
toward their mmtmm^ma^mmmm

"There are some
downers, but overall I
think [the new aid
regulation] is a plus."

ManagerCONTINUED from page I
JMU students aren't wasting any
time taking him up on his offer, he
said. Student Government Association
Legislative Vice President Nell
Nguyen and EARTH President Erik
Cole have already met with Stewart
"We wanted to do sort of a
school/community outreach thing to
try to solve the problems in Newman
Lake," Nguyen said.
She said the basic problem with the
lake is sediment flow from local
construction sites, and she's not sure if
the law is "specific" enough to protect
the lake in the future.
"We went to the city manager to
see if any provisions could be made in
the future to prevent sediment flow
within JMU," Nguyen said.
But Stewart said, "There's nothing

new going on with [Newman Lake], in
particular.
"They just wanted to ask questions
and get information about what state
and local regulations were involving
sedimentation and erosion control," he
said.
Stewart, a native of North Carolina,
has spent 18 years in local politics.
He most recently lived in Apex,
N.C. where he was town manager for
the last 10 years. He said he left his
position there to further his political
career.
"I think it's a great professional
opportunity for me to advance in the
profession of . . . local government,"
Stewart said.
"Harrisonburg was a very attractive
area for a lot of reasons, and JMU was
one of those reasons," he said.

At JMU, about 200 or 300 students
claim independence. Sellers said.
They are either 24 or older, orphans,
wards of the court, veterans or have a
dependent of their own.
In the past, a student with an
income of more than $4,000 who was
not listed on a parent's income tax
return for two years could claim
independence.
Now that option is being
eliminated. This means some students
who were considered independent this
year will be switched to dependent
next year and probably will be eligible
for less aid.

More money is more work
These changes have put an
enormous work load on JMU's
financial aid staff, Rader said.
Besides all the additional
paperwork, she anticipates a large
increase in people applying for aid.
In order to handle the increase,
Rader said that the office will hire
additional staff for the summer.
She also encouraged students to fill
out their FAFs as early as possible.
The deadline for filing for financial
aid is Feb. 15 and applications will be
available in the financial aid office,
located in Hoffman Hall, sometime in
December.
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Honor Council seeks
to heighten awareness
by Tara Falwell
contributing writer

■■■■■■i
RYAN KETCHUM/ THE BREEZE

Blovvin' in the wind

Recent windy weather in the Valley left numerous leaves for
physical plant worker Robbie Miller to blow away Thursday.

Many JMU students don't know
they're committing Honor Code
violations, according to the Honor
Council president
Senior Dan Stan ton said the Honor
Council is more visible than it was his
freshman year, but many students still
are unclear on violations and
penalties.
"I think it takes a while for people
to realize if they sign someone else on
a roll sheet they can get an "F' in the
class and be suspended for an entire
semester," Stanton said. Students
should also know that ignorance can't
be used as a defense at an Honor
Council hearing.
Both Stanton and senior Cindy
Pendleton, Honor Council vice
president, said there is more cheating
occurring at JMU than what is
reported.
The most common reason students
don't report another student is because
they feel it is not a "cool" thing to do,
Stanton said.
He also said that many students
don't report cheating because they

think they will ruin another student's
life and they are afraid of abuse from
the accused.
Pendleton said that these are
common misconceptions about the
honor system at JMU. The conviction
does not appear on the transcript of
the accused, she said.
"It's a learning experience while
you're in school so if you're
convicted, hopefully you'll leam from
your mistake and it shouldn't have to
follow you for the rest of your life,"
Pendleton said.
According to Stanton, there is a
university policy that protects the
accuser from being harmed by the
accused. In addition, the accuser's
identity is not revealed until 24 hours
before an Honor Council hearing.
Some students "think (the Honor
Council] is a policing body," Stanton
said. "But we are not out to bust
people."
Pendleton said they "are just trying
to make it fair for students who work
hard."
Stanton said that most students
cheat because of the pressure for the
grade and time constraints, and are
HONOR page 9

Smithsonian scientist speaks on
geophysics of volcanic eruptions
by Sharon Lovering
stcrffwriter
"Whooshes" and "chugs" are sounds most people
would associate with a train, but about 40 students
and faculty members were able to hear a senior
Smithsonian scientist use these terms to describe
volcanoes Friday.
Dr. William G. Melson, a senior scientist at the
Smithsonian Institute's Division of Petrology and
Volcanology, related them to volcanic eruptions in
his speech "A/D Boards, Computers and the
Geophysics of Volcanic Eruptions."
Whooshes and chugs are precursors to a coming
volcanic eruption, Melson said. Whooshes are
intense gas emissions that sound like a jet plane.
Chugs are rhythmic gas emissions that sound like a
slow-moving train.
The usual order of noises is an explosion, then a
whoosh, then a chug. A chug is one of the most
common sounds a volcano makes, he said.
One volcano Melson has studied is Arenal, in
central Costa Rica that has been erupting violently
since 1968.
"If you look at a situation where a volcano is

about to erupt, what stops it from erupting is
something you might call resistance," he said, adding
that after a long period of time the pressure builds
and the magma breaks through the barriers and
reaches the surface.
Arenal's explosions from July 29 to Aug. 1,1968
killed 80 people.
"It was not like Mount St Helens in that there
were 12 hours of warning, so people gathered instead
of dispersing," Melson said. "So when it blew, many
people were in their homes nearby."
He illustrated his lecture with a video of Arenal
erupting on Nov. 11 of this year. The explosions
were louder than thunder — around 120 decibels of
acoustic energy. Steam and ash were thrown aloft
about 800 meters. And the total elapsed time was
only two minutes.
"Things happen very fast,* Melson said. The
Smithsonian observatory is about 2.8 kilometers
away from Arenal's summit, so it takes the sound a
few seconds to reach them.
"After 12 hours of intense earthquakes, which the
local folks interpreted as being due to tectonic
VOLCANO page 9
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JOSHUA SEELY/THE BREEZE

William Melson speaks about volcanic
eruptions, Friday.
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James Madison University
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Thanksgiving
TYirkey BLAST!

University Place

Thursday - November 26,h
8:30 PM to 2 AM
Tr

Check Us Out!!
Call 432-6541

• Individual Leases
•3 & 4 Bedroom Units
•Microwave
•Washer & Dryer
•On Site Management

$PLUS $100 CASH DISCOUNT
FOR EARLY SIGN-UP

WINSTONS

Come by and see the changes at University Place!
The Best In Student Housing!
Call Dorothy Ritchie
432-6541
or Commonwealth Realty 434-2977

202/333-3150
3295 M Street, N.W • Georgetown, D.C. 20007
Ages 18 and over welcome

Standing room only at over 40 colleges...'

X4UPB

A.J. Jamal
December 7,1992
Wilson Hall
8 P.M. $ 2 & $ 4
As seen on:
NBC's Showtime at the Apollo

The New

The Arsenio Hall Show
Showtime Comedy Break
4
VH-1 Comedy Show

\
Join The Crew
Jam** MidUon Uahfnily

Comic Strip Live

"Easy access to JMU (bus service)
•Furnished or Unfurnished Units
•Dishwasher
»Free Water
"Ample Parking

•-
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P O
by Jonathan Rhudy
police reporter
Campus police reported the following:

Assault
• A university housekeeper reportedly was
injured after being pushed by an unknown
individual on the south patio side of Duke Hall at
1:06 a.m. Nov. 19.
The housekeeper reportedly fell and struck her
head and cheek.

Grand Larceny
• A gold Hard Rock men's mountain bike was
reported stolen from the Warren Campus Center
bike rack at 12:22 p.m. Nov. 18.
• A D-term telephone was reported stolen from
the Burruss computer lab, room 135, at 2:10 p.m.
Nov. 19.

Petty Larceny
• A tire pump and a 26-inch bicycle rim and tire

C E

O G

were reported stolen from Hoffman Hall at 2:39
p.m. Nov. 17.
• Some articles of clothing were reported stolen
from a dryer in the basement of Eagle Hall at 11:30
p.m. Nov. 17.
• A blue carbon dioxide tank was reported stolen
from the Alpha Kappa Lambda fraternity house at
7:15 p.m. Nov. 18. The door to the OJ booth in the
party room was also reported broken.

Destruction off Public Property/False
Fire Alarm
• An unknown person reportedly discharged a dry
powder fire extinguisher in the Kappa Sigma and
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity houses at 5:09 a.m.
Nov. 20. The discharged extinguisher caused a
false fire alarm.

Nov. 20.
Harassing Mail
• A student reported receiving harassing mail in
the individual's post office box in the Warren
Campus Center at 2:50 p.m. Nov. 19.
Harassing Telephone Calls
• An individual in Wine-Price Hall reported
receiving harassing telephone calls from an
unidentified caller at 11:50 a.m. Nov. 17.
Telephone Solicitation
• A person reported receiving a telephone call
from an unidentified person soliciting Master Card
and Visa credit cards in Hillside Hall 9:22 a.m. Nov.
18.

Property Damage
• A bathroom fixture reportedly was damaged in
the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity house at 2:30 a.m.

Number of drunk in public charges since Aug.l:
52

THERE WILL BE NO NEWS SECTION
MEETING TODAY!
HAVE A GREAT BREAK
A CnsembJe
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Concert
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Monday HOT. 23,8pm
Music Building, Rm. 108
$2.00
- JMU 10 or Senior Clliztn
$4.00 General Admission

—

WE WILL!

Studies
Abroad
Night
Monday, Nov. 23
5:30-7:30 p.m.
Valley Room-WCC

AW

Speakers include student & faculty
participants of JMU Studies Abroad
Programs in Salamanca, Florence,
London, and Paris.
Application deadline for Fall 1993 & Springl994:

February 1,1993.
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SKI FOR CREDIT

Year

MASSANUTTEN
Pre-register now for PE 131 (Elementary), PE 231
(Intermediate), or PE 331 (Advanced) courses
for two semester hours credit on your class schedule.

When: 3RD BLOCK TUESDAY/THURSDAY
' l-5pm OR 5-10 pm CLASS SESSIONS
NEW state-of-the-art snowguns to
open DIAMOND JIM as soon as possible

$132 ($156 with rental equipment)
Check playable to: Great Eastern Resort Management.
MUST be paid at REQUIRED orientation/liability meeting
in G/S Theatre Tuesday, January 12 *A late fee of $10
will be charged to all students who do not attend this meeting.
Small Group lessons/car pools to be formed

For further information contact:
Dr. John Haynes, Kinesiology Department
Phone 568-3949

LJr>1 v/ens 1 ty

d Vinx
Wilson Hall Auditorium
8 pm, Friday, December^ -3
$5 JMU ID and
$8 general admission

♦Tickets available at the UPB Box Office located in the WCC Mon.-Fri., 10-3 PM*

VUNX
(Yo'-thoo YIN'-dee)...an Aboriginal band from
Australia who combine modern rock sounds
with traditional tribal culture - including ritual
clothing and body paint. Yothu Yindi have
toured with Midnight Oil, Tracy Chapman and
Neil Young.
"Once you see this show, you don't forget it"

"...an unprecedented celebration of voice and
drum" - The Toronto Sun
A unique percussionist, Vinx combines
African and South American sound with his
own jazz/pop vocal style. He was the
opening act for Sting's "Soul Cages" world
tour and has made guest appearances on the
Arsenio Hall Show.

—-^w
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Carter plan
aids needy
U.S. cities
ATLANTA — In the White House,
with his talk of sacrifice, his beatific
grin and those Southern Baptist
Sunday School classes, Jimmy Carter
may have seemed to some a little too
much the good Christian soldier, not
enough the hard-headed politician.
Carter's year-old Atlanta Project, a
mammoth undertaking, enlists the aid
of some of the country's largest
corporations, and is a radical
rethinking of the way social services
are delivered in the United States.
The project, which he begins to take
nationwide with his visit today to Los
Angeles, is designed "to change the
entire system that affects the lives of
the undeserved," said one Carter aide.
Carter said basic components of the
plan are, first, to target specific
problems, such as teenage pregnancy,
drug addiction and joblessness. Then,
he said, the city must be divided into
manageable target areas. In Atlanta,
each targeted cluster is organized
around a high school. Then
government, universities, private
corporations and churches are enlisted
to serve in the project.
Cluster coordinator Mary DunmoreBrown answered that the project is not
set up to provide funds but rather to
help identify sources of funds.
So far, 15 corporations and more
than 100,000 volunteers have signed
on. The project has raised almost $20
million and held more than 2,000
meetings, including town hall
meetings and summit conferences of
top corporate leaders.

— Los Angeles Times

WORLD

WATCH

of Highway
Each 1990 highway fatality cost more than $700,000 in expenses and losses. This breaks down
into the portions below.

Metro begins last Va. station
WASHINGTON — Metro broke
ground for its last planned station,
Franconia-Springfield Station in
Virginia on Saturday, amid
predictions by members of Congress
that the Bill Clinton administration
will support the agency's push to
complete the rail system by 2001.
President-elect Clinton campaigned
on the need to stimulate the economy
by investing in the nation's roads,
bridges and mass transit systems. He
wants to create a Rebuild America
Fund with a $20 billion annual federal

investment during the next four years.
Lawmakers say Clinton's support
means that Metro will get the money it
needs from the administration and
Congress to complete the remaining
nine stations and 13.5 miles of the rail.
Congress has pledged $1.3 billion;
local governments are to put up $776
million.
Rep. Steny H. Hoyer, D-Md., the
key House Democrat involved in
securing money for Metro, said he
expects Clinton to support Metro
construction because it would fulfill

one of Clinton's campaign pledges.
"It means jobs and would improve
the long-term viability of central
cities," said Hoyer, who met with
Clinton last week. Hoyer is expected
to continue as chairman of the House
Democratic Caucus, the fourth-highest
House leadership post.
Sen. Charles S. Robb, D-Va., said
"Because this is an infrastructure-type
investment and creates jobs, my hope
is that this will be a priority for the
new administration."

— The Washington Post

Peace Corps sends volunteers to Russia
MOSCOW — Roger Dennis was most apprehensive
about the cold showers that might confront him
during his two-year stay in Russian buildings with
iffy pipes. But not to worry, he said Saturday. He
had seen some wonderful little water heaters in
Ireland and Scotland.
"I've got a great idea for a business!" Dennis said.
"Why can't they make those here?"
Dennis, of San Jose, Calif., and 99 other equally
'enthusiastic American business professionals landed
in Moscow on Saturday as the shock troops of the
first Peace Corps program ever to operate in Russia.
Long condemned by the old Soviet government as
a front for U.S. spies, the Peace Corps is setting up
programs in several republics of the former Soviet

Union. It plans to have 500 volunteers in place by
the end of next year.
In Russia, the first 100 volunteers will go through
three months of training, including language study,
and then work to help develop small businesses on
the Pacific coast and in cities along the Volga River.
"We see your arrival in Russia as an event of real
political importance," said Alexander Zhitnikov, a
Russian official who oversees foreign aid programs.
At an average age of 41, the volunteers are older
and more experienced than typical Peace Corps
members who have been setting off to teach English
or farming in the Third World since the corps was
founded under President Kennedy in 1961.
And with good reason, acting Peace Corps director

Barbara Zartman said. When the corps put out the call
earlier this year for people to work in the former
Soviet Union, it asked for those with several years of
business experience who would fit in with the Peace
Corps' mission to develop skills for Russia's
fledgling market economy.
These people "are sacrificing to be here," Zartman
said. "Many have sold their cars, sold their houses,
closed down their businesses in order to share two
years of their lives with the Russian people."
Most of the volunteers will live with Russian
families and receive stipends of only $200 a month.
They are forbidden to work for profit while on the
program.

— Los Angeles Times
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JMU

\Fraternities
&Sprorites
n
[or Anyone Else]

LABS CLOSE AT MIDNIGHT
PAPERS COMING DUE,
ISN'T TIME YOU BOUGHT A COMPUTER

C

IBM LAPTOP.

MAKE MONEY

FROM JMU?

$1580

ZENITH Z-NOTE

Sell Christmas Trees
CALL

$1895

Rachel Martin
564-1664
Or 703-337-7716 (Martin's Tree
Farm) after 6:00 pjn.

IBM, ZENITH AKD APPLE MACINTOSH COMPUTERS

ProbaUy (ft* PrtttltM
Ortttmm tntt Grown In tft*
Shenmndouh <*UUy

(computer hardware and software available to JMU students, faculty and staff only.)

3 C

SKI
3RD ANNUAL
INTERCOLLEGIATE SKI WEEKS
MT. SUTTON, CANADA
Q\m acroM ate Vcimonl bonier)

ONLY $209

PRESENTS

Party in ff» Show/

5 Day Uft Ticket
5 Mghls Lodging
(MoutioNdt Condo)

5 Days Intercollegiate Activities
Sporored by labolfi. Mr. Sutttn and Moaan
UQaoawsAgMll
SnpmmOmxutt
Jan M. Jan lO-lo.and&ngtnakfl

J.M.U. NIGHT ! ! !
Friday, November 27th

CALL SKI TRAVEL UNLIMITED

1 .800.999.SKI.9

HALF-PRICE COVER WITH J.M.U. LD.!! !
(MUST BE 21)

Want
something
special
from
Santa?

Featuring:

Also appearing at Bad Habits Grille:

Sendyaur

leUersto
TheBrveze;
ArthanySeegpr
HcO,
toAffor
Onant

ftOS <fl3@0 00350 OTtf80
08333
Wednesday, November 25th !!!
Every Tuesday Night!!!

Bad Habits Grille in Arlington
9444 Columbia Pike
(Just East of Bailey's Crossroads)
(703) 998-5808

PLUS:
Come in for lunch or dinner and get your second entree*

AT HALF-PRICE
when you bring this ad.

•(of letter or equal value-not valid with any other promotion valid through December 31,1992)

n
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Honor.
CONTINUED from page 3

unaware of the consequences.
Pendleton said the common
violations are cheating, plagiarism and
collaboration.
Collaboration is the most difficult
to
prove
because
of
miscommunicalion between students
and professors regarding the amount
and type of help one can receive on
projects, she said.
Pendleton said all students should
ask professors to clarify questions
they have about obtaining help on
assignments.
The Honor Council will implement
a new penalty policy in December. If a
violation occurs near the end of the

semester the violator will receive an
"F" in the class where the violation
occurred, suspension from the
university for an entire semester, but
in contrast to the current policy, the
person will be able to keep the grades
received in other classes instead of
receiving a "W" in them.
Efforts to make more students
aware of the Honor Council and the
Honor Code include the awareness
day that was held Nov. 19, Honor
Council Awareness Week scheduled
for the spring, asking professors to
discuss the Honor Code and include it
in their syllabi, and the Honor Log in
The Breeze.

Volcano
CONTINUED from page 3

earthquakes," he said, the volcano
erupted.
"The eruption was so intense in
these first few days it set up
atmospheric waves," Melson said. The
waves were picked up in Boulder,
Colo, which gave them one of the first
warnings that this was happening.
On average, Arenal explodes every
half hour. But the general rule about
volcanoes is, "the longer the volcano's
been quiet, the larger the eruption"
because magma is accumulating deep
in the volcano, he said.

A hot avalanche "is the worst thing
that can happen if you're on the
volcano," he said. He warns people to
stay away from a silent volcano.
"I suspect if we had a tremendous
eruption," he said, there could be
winters without summers, as there
were in Iceland, Canada and Europe
after the 18IS Tambor explosion.
A book will soon be published
summarizing Melson's work on
volcanoes and some of his colleagues'
archaeological work in towns
destroyed by volcanoes.

Want to tell
The Breeze
what to cover?
The news staff is
looking for story ideas.
Let us know what's
going on, what's
happening, what we're
missing.
Call Mike or Kate at
x6127.

We Can Put
Money in Your
Pockets.
Ask Us How.
Experience Ashby Crossing's
•Individual leases
►It's not too early to get
•Fully furnished apartments
apartments for 93-94!
•24 hour maintenance service
•Volleyball & basketball courts
•Apply by Dec. 31st and
•Weight room
get this year's rates!
•Double beds
1235-F Devon Lane, Harrisonburg, VA 22801
^=f
432-1001 Office Hours: 9-5 Monday-Friday
SS
Listen to Swervyn Mervyn's "Reagan Years" on 88.7 WXJM from 11pm to lam Wed, night - sponsored by Ashby Crossing.
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Are you interested in
being a leader at The
Breeze ?
The Breeze is now accepting applications for
editor, managing editor and business manager
for the 1993-94 academic year.
Send a cover letter, resume and three clips
(optional) to Dr. David Wendelken, mass
communication department, Anthony-Seeger
Hall.
*
Solutions from your Apple Campus
The holiday grrt you can really

Tell your folks that more college
students choose Macintosh than
any other computer. They'd want
you to be in good company.
Ask for an Apple'Mauntosh'computer this holiday season and
join all of the students who've discovered that no matter what they
do, Macintosh helps them do it better and faster. That's because
Macintosh is so easy to use. And the thousands of available software
applications work in a single, consistent way. So once you've learned
one. you're well on your way to learning them all. The advantages
of Macintosh don't end when school does. In fact, the majority of
Fortune 1000 companies use Macintosh computers! So ask your
Apple Campus Reseller to help you choose which Macintosh to put
at the top of your holiday gift list.

Macintosh. It's more than a present, it's a future.

For further information visit
JMU Bookstore
Warren Campus Center • 568-3989

JMU

%Z^
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May in England program for science
majors to be offered:
During May Session, a travel-study program in
England will concentrate on the history of science. A
new course, LS 310: The British Foundations of
Modern Science, will be offered. The London-based
program will include 12 course-related excursions to
other towns and villages.
An informational meeting will be held Dec. 3 in
Miller Hall, room 107 at 7 p.m. For further details,
contact William Voige at x6631.

Commuter-Polluter
Tidbit
Last week the United State's 10 smoggiest metropolitan areas were scheduled to turn in plans to reduce
single-driver commutes. Once approved by the Environmental Protection Agency, employers with more than
100 workers will be required to increase the percentage of employees who share rides, walk, bike or use
public transit by 1996. Failure to meet deadlines may result in a loss of federal highway funding.

Multicultural Awareness Forum slated:
A Multicultural Awareness Forum is planned for
Dec. 1, 8 p.m. in Showker Hall, room G-5. A panel
of seven members is scheduled to address questions
and issues concerning cultural awareness at JMU.
Kiwanis clubs seeking dolls for auction:
Local Kiwanis clubs are collecting new or
collectible dolls for their auction/sale on Dec. 5
benefiting the Shenandoah Valley Child
Development Clinic and the Human Development
Center at JMU.
People interested in contributing dolls may leave
them at Dr. Steve Alvis* office at 119 University
Blvd., Suite D, Harrisonburg or at JMU's Education
Building, room G30.
The auction will be held in Sonner Hall at 1:30
p.m. Also, a viewing and sale runs will be held
12:30-1:30 p.m. For details, call Steve Alvis at 4333790 or George Rose at 434-1425.
Silent auction features variety of items:
The Student Ambassadors will be holding a silent
auction Dec. 7, 10 a.m. - 8 p.m. and Dec. 8,10 a.m.4 p.m. in the P.C. Ballroom. Items to be auctioned
include telephones, crafts and an Orioles jersey
signed by Cal Ripken.
Development seminars to improve
management skills:
The Center for Professional Development will
present two seminars on warehouse operations and
fleet management
Arthur S. Liebeskind, a managing associate of
Cattan Consultants and president of Howard Way
and Associates, will conduct the seminar on
warehouse operations.
Joel Levitt, president of Springfield Controls
corporation, will conduct the seminar on fleet
management operations.
Both seminars will be held in Showker Hall Dec.
7-8, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. For information, call Anne
Gordon, associate director of the Center for
Professional Development at x32Sl.

Calendar of events
23 Tuesday
• Men's Basketball vs. USA Verich Reps, exhibition
game, Convocation Center, 7:30 p.m.

• "Images of a Quiet Nature," a photographic exhibit
by Brad White, Zirkle House. This is the last day the
exhibit will be on display.

• University Percussion Ensemble Concert, Music
Building, room 108,8 p.m.

• Professional development seminar, Showker Hall,
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. This two-day seminar beginning
Nov. 23 will be conducted by Barry Woolf, a former
national sales manager and is sponsored by JMU's
Center for Professional Development.

• Black Student Alliance newsletter committee
meeting, Wine-Price Hall, BSA office, 6 p.m.

Wednesday
Residence Halls close at 8 a.m.

2 5 Thursday

Thanksgiving

Weather
MONDAY
IGH: 62°
LOW: 42°
Cloudy

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

HIGH: 53°

HIGH: 55°

LOW: 40

LOW: 42°
Cloudy
Source: WQPQ/WSVA
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Buy a $5 gift certificate
and receive a
Four Star Pizza
thermo mug

•S
Restaurant
IIFfew* UMimic lit/mm tm HmrrtmombtTK

171 N. Main St. Harrisonburg, VA 22801

CRAB FEST

I I\L,I_.
Every Tuesday
5 pm • 8pm

ra FOUR STAR PIZZA

one coupon pci orJ«, i

i
i
i

I

Order any size pizza
with as many as
four toppings between I
5 p.m. and 8 p.m. and .
the price you pay is
the time you called. .

ANOTWC PRICK IS TMt T?Mt.'

99
+ tax

EVERY WEDNESDAY
JOKER'S PUB
i*. <rf SNOW CRAB LEGS
French Fries & Slaw

$4 *J\) plus tax

433-3776

Each additional pound
$3.50 plus tax
from 5-10 p.m.

lin

Y l^rge one

item pizza

(get two for
$11.99)

Get here early for the best seats!

limiicJ vK-11\ *. i\ ,nc.i

rem FOUR STAR PIZZA
433-3776.
QQ
any large two I
item pizza
+ tax (get two for
$12.99)
|

I

one coupon per order

AT

•s

Restaurant

171 N. Main St. Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Mondux

OPEN STflQE

w/ Sadler & Segree

limited delivery area

THUMPER Keggae

I llr-il;i\

rock

Joker's is closed Nov. 25-26 for Turkey munching

Frfoy-Tmi flllard
(ountn • Soul • hoik!

i\3

Suturdm

funk!

rock!

ska!

Tuesdav night is now ALL NEW COLLEGE NR1H1:
New
Turkey Subs

I

+ tax
any two big 12"
subs and TWO
16oz drinks
one coupon per order

limited delivery area

CONING IN DECEMBER!!
-5i'<l4tlilOtll1 11 li
lUtli1^1 liiHtli-

r

l\>tiHl t\: •liim
IN i«j*lit lm WKK
Cail>l> l>ioll <IU*a<lill*» l);i.\!)
I );i\r Maitl hews
litScV.M.
Ncwiiuin I " ■■<!<'■*«_*!-<>i11i<l
|U»v. liillv C\ \\ iitx

Any questions or comments, call 433-TUNE 24 hours a day
All shows start at 10:00 or 10-30!
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Focus On Service
Students helping students in special ways

Trainers help turn kids into champs
by MJ Carscallen
assistant focus on editor
Harrisonburg may not be known for producing
Olympic medal winners, like Jackie JoynerKcrsee, Anita Null and Kristi Yamaguchi,
but it does have its fair share of special champions.
And many JMU students who work with these
children once a week know how "special" they are.
This year, some students taking a speech
pathology class are meeting their 10-hour service
requirement by volunteering with JMU's Train-AChamp program, which gives them the opportunity
to help disabled children of all ages develop different
athletic skills.
Some of the children will go on to compete in the
annual Special Olympics, and some won't
But they're all grateful for the people who take the
time to teach them the skills many kids take for
granted.
No matter how simple the game or how common
the skill, the children always enjoy playing with the
volunteers.
'They accept you for who you are," says JMU
sophomore speech pathology major Jana Bennet.
"They don't see any faults."
The children at Montevideo Middle School stop
working at their skills stations and sit around a large
table in the front of the room to talk about their
Train-A-Champ volunteers and the activities they do.
One boy rubs his hands together and says with a
big smile, "We play volleyball sometimes and kick
ball sometimes.
"We played volleyball one time," he says
laughing, "and the girls kept beating us. But when
we play kickball we beat the girls."
But volleyball and kickball aren't the only gym
activities the children get excited about:
"Sometimes we play on scooters," one girl says,
"We sit on them and they push us down and back."
These children speak highly of their Train-AChamp volunteers when they're not in gym class,
and they always show their appreciation for them
when they walk through the gym door.
"They don't care if you have on a plaid shirt and
striped pants," says Bennet, who. began working with
students at Waterman Elementary School and
Harrisonburg High School through JMU's Train-AChamp program this semester. "They're just glad
you're there."
And Bennet isn't the only volunteer who has
received the same kind of gratification.
"At first I thought that maybe they wouldn't
remember who we were," says JMU sophomore
speech pathology major Lori Day, "but they know
our names as soon as we go in there.
"They run up and give us hugs," she says. They
attach themselves instantly." Day volunteers at
Montevideo Middle School 30 minutes a week.
While most volunteers are greeted with bright
smiles and warm hugs when they enter the gym,
JMU junior speech pathology major Carrie Vitko
had a different welcoming.

11!:
MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE

Junior Carrie Vitko stands by a sign she made asking for a ride to McGaheysville
Elementary School so she could participate in the Train-A-Champ program.
"The people I talked to said one of the greatest
things was the unconditional affection," says Vitko,
who has been working with three autistic children at
McGaheysville Elementary School since late
September. "But that's not the case with our kids.
"They're just now learning our names," Vitko
says. "Autistic children have to learn to show
appreciation or acknowledge you once you've
entered the room."
But after about two months of patiently trying
new ice-breaking tactics, Vitko was able to
identify with the unconditional love the other
student volunteers had described.
Last week Vitko was able to spend some one-onone time with Becky, one of the children who was
the most stubborn and introverted of the three.
"She was the hardest to reach," Vitko says. "She
was not very vocal and would test us with her
behavior."
But the girl who was very possessive at first and
would constantly say, 'Becky ball. Becky ball,' now
gives Vitko the ball to throw somewhere else.
"It wasn't as immediately gratifying," Video says,
"but it was worth the wait.
"Our friendship is something that has grown
immensely," she says, "but it's not something
anyone else would notice."
Most Train-A-Champ volunteers will admit the
most important, yet die hardest task is keeping the
children focused on the particular activities.
And each volunteer has found a special way to
meet this challenge.
"The faster, the better," Vitko says. "If there's
only two kids that day, we'll bring out four balls.

She's also learned bigger is better.
"If we tell them to throw the ball over the line,
they'll get bored," Vitko says. "But they won't if we
tell them to throw it over something like the monkey
bars."
And she has even discovered the best way to find
out if her attention-gaining strategy is working.
"Making them look at your eyes is the only way to
know you have their attention," Vitko says: "Oneon-one interaction works so well.
"They really get into it and know you're there for
them," she says.
But Bennet relies more on verbal communication
to make sure her children are attentive.
"I'll always make them repeat what I've said," she
says. "They say it, and then I say 'Do it'"
Regardless of the different experiences volunteers
have had or the teaching methods they use, all of
them will agree they have learned a lot about these
children by spending time with them.
"When working with them you don't want to
make them feel inferior," Day says. "They love life
and they are just as active as anyone else. Their
motor skills are right up there with everyone else's.
"They do all the things other kids do," she says.
"They're just a little behind."
And she isn't the only one who's realized
these special children love to run around and
have fun —just like any other child.
"I don't know why everyone has the general
feeling they're not really with it," Bennet says,
"because they are.
"My teacher said you'll find out they're more like
us than they are different," Bennet says. "It's so true."

■■""
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Lau^h!
Improvisation group becomes Til

Improvisational comedy — def. an amusing
incident or series of incidents composed without
previous preparation.
Cilia — def. microscopic, hairlike processes on
the surface of a cell capable of a whipping action.
Cillia. the improvisational comedy group — def.
a troupe of actors composing amusing series of
incidents without preparation at which you must
laugh or they will whip you.
Well, maybe they won't really whip you, but
this group of 11 actors at JMU will make you
laugh so hard you cramp up. But don't worry,
you aren't defenseless. Audience members can
challenge the group with a homemade arsenal of
props, ranging from a bottle of corn oil to a
mushroom knickknack.
Watching a show is often like watching a
volleyball game. All the actors take turns serving,
and they all work to set up good shots for one
another.
"It gives you a better sense of knowing what to
do in an actual show if something goes wrong,"

■im

Mm

Story by
Meredith Walters
Photos by
Sharon LaRowe
Graphic by
Ben Laugelli

said junior theatre major Andy Wynn. "It also
hones your powers of listening and working
together."
Senior English major Christian Perritt insisted
that a major reason for the group's success is the
diverse comedy styles of its members.
"For example, Michael Sweeney, who is one
of the most disturbed young men I have ever met,
is good at dark, twisted stuff — and so is
Shannon Collins for that matter. Jen Jewel has a
very subtle style and Kevin Esmond is very
intellectual."
Sweeney, a senior English major, agreed.
"We all have different experiences that we
bring into the group with us. Christian and Andy
Wynn are both very musical. Will Bowles is very
artistic and Tim Vert has done a lot of stand up.
Unfortunately all I have to offer the group is a
collection of porcelain miniatures." Actually,
Sweeney is a talented writer as well as actor, and
is directing a play he wrote in the Director's
Festival.
Shows are a series of games such as "First
Line, Last Line" or "Freeze tag."
In First Line, Last Line, the actors obtain two

lines from the audience. The challenge is to build
a cohesive scene with a logical progression to the
last line.
Freeze Tag utilizes props, supplied by
audience members, as the basis for a series of
short scenes. Each time a new member enters a
scene, another actor must leave.
Although these are standard improv games, the
group works to make them unusual. And even
though none of these skits are rehearsed, the
troupe practices every Sunday to keep their wits
sharp. "We also try to have alternate rehearsals
once a week," said Julie Conroy, a junior theatre
major.
"We hang out and watch a weird movie or just
come up with new ideas. We all have a lot of
artistic input." Conroy also gets ideas by "peoplewatching," catching the silly things they do and
incorporating them into the scenes.
Not only are the actors funny, but they are
good Samaritans as well. Aside from their
appearances on campus, Cillia also performs in
the community. Recently, the troupe performed
for pastors who work with hospice patients and
as part of a conference for the campus

environmental group 1
The serious side
group's fundamental
Perriu — "We're doii
Another Cillia goa
members. Perritt insi
the molding of a ne
business manager, Stc
"He's a daddy lovi
focus on reading tht
they're really going »
they're setting somt
said.
Like many Cillia n
actor, coming to coll
under his belt suet
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appearing in four sh«
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Ilia'er than ever
jup EARTH.
idc of Cillia is rooted in the
ntai goal that was conveyed by
doing it for the chicks."
goal is refining the talent of its
insisted that a major figure in
a new member is the group's
, Steve Gilman.
love muffin. He has helped me
; the other actors — to tell if
ng somewhere with an idea or if
omelhing up for you," Perritt
lia members, Wynn is a veteran
college with accomplishments
such as attending Virginia's
il for the performing arts and the
s "Theatre for Young People."
rest on his laurels however,
r shows his freshman year. He
i Cillia his sophomore year,
ink that an actor whose talent
mized would be pretty confident
ynn said this was not the case
ed for Cillia.

"It was nerve racking," he said. "You may
think of yourself as humorous and people may
tell you that you are funny, but it's not something
you can be totally secure in."
Junior psychology major Chris Henry tried out
for Cillia as well, but was not accepted. Henry
had never seen the troupe perform before
auditioning but decided to try out when he was
told how fun the auditions were. Although about
30 people were vying for two positions, the
comic atmosphere kept Henry from becoming too
nervous.
"Il wasn't that competitive until they told mc
'You suck. Leave,'" Henry joked.
Henry and the rest of the campus will have
plenty of chances to test Cillia's mettle next
semester. Half the fun of Cillia's performance is
trying to stump the actors by feeding them
bizarre first and last lines, and supplying them
with challenging props.
So come armed with pimento loaves, bungee
cords, and the best non-sequiturs you can think
of, but just remember the warning label posted on
the advertisements of their last show — "Cillia is
harder than you."

Far left: Will Bowles and Andy Wynn explore the uses of
bungee cords in a game of Freeze Tag. Near left: Tim Young and
Jennifer Juul play out a Cillia scene. Above: Julie Conroy and
Christian Perritt take their talent to the limit with improvisational
comedy.
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Nightclub and Nightlife

Harrison Hall
Bo\ I I

TUESDAY

Mexican/Trash Can Night

W.irrin ( jmptis 11
Box Ofl 11

Mexican Specials

Minn!
11
m.-3 p.m.
Resetted liikets:
SHI puhlu

WEDNESDAY

S6.IMI

Caribbean/Beach Night
Island Specials Galore

221 University Blvd.

It i Kl

Ms.\S M
acupiul

A
Wednesday, Dec. 1. I'WJ
N p.m., Wilson Hall Auditorium

432-1717

And Come (n Out
Of The Cold"
Space is available for you to live on
campus during second semester! Avoid
the hassles of walking and driving
through the snow and icy rain!
Call the Office of Residence Life
at X6489 or stop by Alumnae 103
for details.

JMU RESIDENCE HALLS:
Where the living is easy I!
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Upcoming ... atJMU

Give
thanks
eat

• "Printmaking by Jennifer Hackett and Susan Praille," Nov. 16 - 24,
The Other Gallery, Zirkle House.
• "The Tools of Time: The Hands of Carrie Bryant Tillman," Photographs
by Cary Beth Cryor, Nov. 2 - 24, New Image Gallery, Zirkle House.
• "Photography and Ceramics: Hve Students," Nov. 16-24, Artworks
Gallery, Zirkle House.
• "Printmaking by Lance Lumar/'Nov. 30 - Dec 10, Artworks Gallery, Zirkle
House.
• "Photo Mail Art "92," Nov. 30 - Dec. 10, New Image Gallery, Zirkle
House. Opening reception 7 - 9 pm, Nov. 30.
• M.F.A. Degree Exhibition: Julia Michclc Merkel, Dec. 1-15, Sawhill
Gallery, Duke Hall. Opening reception 8 p.m., Nov. 30.
• "Group Papermaking Show," Nov30 - Dec. 10, The Other Gallery,
ZirkleHpuse.

relax

music
• Percussion Ensemble, 8 p.m., Nov. 23, Music Building, room 108. CaB
X6863 for information.
• JMU's 77th Annual Vespers program, 3 pjn., Dec. 6, Wilson Hall
Auditorium.

and remember, no
more arts meetings
this semester.

dance
Virginia Repertory Dance Company concert, 8 p.m., Dec. 3 - 5, LatimerShaeffer Theatre.
• "A Christmas Carol," 8 p.m., Dec. 2, Wilson Hall Auditorium.

theatre
BB Bfl

flBPBBn «5

'Directing Class," 8 p.m., Nov. 30 - Dec. 6, Theatre II.

BBRBBBBRSK

I HI Slf M\l>l ItXGIIS

MAHI33T SQUARE EAJ
0PBN 7 BAYS A WBB&I
564*0416

's

A8SESfiSSS8UcIB
COLDUJGLL
BANKGRU

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

Property
Management
Division
433-1173
Contact Colleen Pendry

8 and 10 month leases still
available on some units
Don't Miss Out On Semester Leases
1,2, & 3 Bedrooms
Call Today
Currently under Management
units located at:

Opp-M*

• Olde Mill Village
• Madison Square Townhouses
(ONLY 1 fun unit)
• College Station Townhouses
[ONLY 1 full unit)
• Holly Court Townhouses

13
Realtor

Have a
happy
Thanksgiving!
iring home the best
bagels, muffins, and
from Mr. J's!
! 75C Off A Fresh Baked \
! Apple or Pumpkin Pie. '■
!
;

reg. $5.75
expires 12/4/92

Get 1 Free
expires 12'4 <J2

Get 4 Free !
expires 12 4 92

IRISH >l\l)l KVGIIS

!
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An 518-million-dart to the administration for
the newly proposed gymnasium. Come on, let's
get our priorities straight. Our professors
haven't received a raise in more than two years.
Haven't we spent enough on new buildings?
Sent in by Todd Rabold.

Pat...

Aid irresponsibility looms
After years of struggling to find a way lo pay
for college, all students can now get as
much money as they need — all they have
to do is sign on the dotted line.
Congress' new regulations making it easier for
students to get loans to go to college went into effect
Oct. 1. If you're not eligible for a subsidized loan,
one in which interest doesn't accrue until you
graduate, you can get a loan that isn't subsidized.
Wiih an unsubsidized loan, you must pay the interest
back either during the school year or when you
graduate.
Students can also borrow more money than ever
before — if they take out a Stafford loan,
sophomores can borrow up to 53,500, and juniors
and seniors can borrow up to 55,500. And under the
PLUS loan, students can borrow money for the enure
cost of their education — including tuition, books
and even food.
These new regulations mean thai more students
have access to higher education. In die past, lots of
middle-class students have fallen between the cracks
— their parents made loo much money to get those
subsidized loans, but didn't make enough money to
fully pay for their college education.
But with more access comes some danger.
Families who would do anything to provide their
children a college education might ignore the
consequences of borrowing so much money. Some
of these families could find themselves so far in debt
after four years that they are unable to pay it back.
When you're deciding where lo go to college,
graduation seems a long way away. Signing a loan
ChristyMxmrford...etikJr

doesn't seem like thai big a deal. Besides, it will be
years before it has to be paid back.
But graduation — and unemployment — may
come all too soon for some students. And coming out
of college 532,000 in debt isn't a promising way to
start the rest of your life.
The new regulations also may mean trouble for
some students who don't get money from their
parents. If students made more than 54,000 and
weren't listed on a parent's income tax for two years,
they used to be declared independent and would be
eligible for more aid. But that option has been
eliminated, and some of those students will now be
listed as dependent and therefore get less money.
Instead of making it easier to get loans, why can't
Congress increase the amount of grant money
available? The new regulations decreased the
maximum amount of a Pell Grant from 52,400 to
52300 and mat trend could continue.
By making it easier for more students to borrow,
the government is making it likely that more students
are going to default on these loans. The taxpayers
already are forced lo pick up a 52.7 billion lab per
year from loan defaults.
Parents and students should carefully consider how
much money they need and, more importantly, how
they are going to pay it back after graduation. Access
to higher education shouldn't limit life after
graduation.
The house editorial is written by a member of the
editorial board and does not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the individual staff members.

QayleCohen...managingeaJtor Qrantkramg...opinionedtor
Letters to the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns no
more than 550 words, and will be published on a space available basis.
They must be delivered to The Breezfi by noon Tuesday or 5 p-m. Friday.
Trie Bneze reserves the r^hr to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in mil section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of
the newspaper, this staff, or James Madison University.

To everyone involved with "One Flew Over
the Cuckoo's Nest." Anyone who did not sec
this play missed out on an unforgettable
production. I was left wanting to dive on stage,
hug every single patient, and take them home to
meet my parents. I plunged into the story,
forgetting I was part of an audience. It was real.
It was incredible. It was moving. You all
deserve high fives and a back rub!
Sent in by Sara Rowen.

Hart...
A dart to the Nature's Bounty Line for putting
HAM in their "peppery corn chowder." Do you
need a diagram — we are VEGETARIANS!
Sent in by Rachel Bunyard, a sophomore who
is a vegetarian and therefore doesn't eat pork!

Pat.,
To D-Hall for preparing Thursday night's
wonderful Thanksgiving dinner. D-Hall really
outdid itself by providing the students with real
turkey, mashed potatoes, stuffing, gravy and
pumpkin pie.

Dart...
A humorous, journalistic dart to The Breeze
for using the headline "Female AIDS victims
growing fast, activist says" in the Oct. 19 issue.
So how big are these fast-growing females now
— 8 feet, 5 inches?
Sent in by Lauren Bowers, an English major
who notices these things.

Pat.,
To the Student Ambassadors and the
Salvation Army for sponsoring Operation Santa
Claus for local needy children. The operation
gives JMU students the chance to put a little
back into our community by buying presents to
give to children who would otherwise not get
anything on Christmas morning.
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letters to the Editor
Plans for new gymnasium
typify misguided priorities
To the editor
I am writing in order to convey my animosity and
disappointment towards the plan to build an $18 million
new gymnasium — how absurd!
What about our education? Haven't they (the people
behind this crazy idea) heard the horror stories students
have about not being able to register for classes and,
therefore, not graduating on time? Haven't they seen the
need for new facilities, improvements and more faculty in
so many educational areas?
I simply do not understand why we need to invest in
the recreation of future students... what about the
education of the students today? At an art student, I have
seen little or no help for the art department. One could go
to any department on campus and see room for
improvement in faculty, facilities or programs.
I believe the money should be used to strengthen the
education of this great institution. The funds should be
allocated among the various departments on campus.
Maybe ihe gymnasium can be viewed from a positive
viewpoint; at least we will have a place to pass time, since
we, the students, will not be able to acquire the classes we
need.
I definitely do not want to pay an additional $100 fee in
order to support recreation. Don't accommodate the
students of the future before accommodating the students
of today — put education before recreation!
Maryam Ovissi
art history/management
sophomore

SGA senator asks students
to sign petition for USSA bill
To the editor
I am writing to talk about an issue that has been very
much in the news lately. The Student Government
Association's withdrawal from the USSA has caused great
debate on this campus, and has become state and national
news thanks to Associated Press reports. It is time to let the
students get involved
I am now a senator in the SGA, but was a student

representative when the senate voted to withdraw and the
action of the senate upset me a great deal. Whether or not I
agree with the outcome of senate's vote is not the question.
What bothered me is that very few of the senators went to
the students to see what you wanted Is this the way it
should have been done? I don't think it is. Therefore I want
to give you the opportunity to decide for yourselves. Since
your elected representatives won't come to you, it's lime for
you to go to them.
I want to introduce a bill in the senate authorizing a
referendum on the USSA membership, to be voted on by
the students in the spring major elections. However, the bill
needs approximately 1,100 signatures in order to be
introduced. Today, on the patio of the Warren Campus
Center, I encourage all students to send a message to their
"representatives'* in the SGA, and allow this issue to be
decided once and for all by the people it affects most, the
students. This is a vital and important opportunity for you,
so please help me bring the students back into the student
government.

with funding for faculty, the state needs to provide money
for a host of other areas that create stress on academic
programs.
The Breeze staled that I think that JMU's problem with
staffing is minimal, based on my comment that not having
enough faculty at JMU is a very small facet of the big
picture. We do need more faculty, but there are many other
needs at JMU that can be addressed only though increases
in state funding. The Breeze failed to report the other
elements of my response to Surovell, and in doing so
severely underestimated the deep concern that the
administration and the Board of Visitors have shown for
correcting with the state the financial, personnel and
equipment stresses on JMU.

Michael B. Booker
social science
junior

To the editor:
The names Yothu Yindi and Vinx have been popping
up all over campus lately. UPB and three-credit production
class would like to clear up the mystery surrounding these
strange names.
The band is an Aboriginal group of traditional and
contemporary musicians from a remote coastal community
in Australia. Their main goal is to communicate a
connection between the rock of today's culture and the
century-old Aboriginal culture. The band performs
ritualized dances on stage dressed in feathers and
loincloths, painted from head-to-toe in their traditional
tribal markings.
Vinx, who will open for Yothu Yindi, has been
proclaimed as "an unprecedented celebration of voice and
drums." Vinx makes use of the ancient drums and vocal
method combined with strong jazz and pop influences to
create a style that is fresh and uniquely his own.
We are excited to welcome both groups to Wilson Hall
Auditorium at 8 p.m., on Dec. 4. Tickets are on sale at the
UPB box office. Now that the mystery has been solved,
come on out and enjoy the show!!
Jen Ingulli
Beth Cabral
University Program Board &
Three-Credit Production

Breeze misrepresents
student's views on faculty
To the editor

During an address to the student government on Nov.
17, Scott Surovell, the SGA administrative vice president,
questioned the Board of Visitors initiative to create selective
doctoral and master's programs in the future, contending
that JMU needs to take care of its present educational need,
specifically hiring more faculty, before creating more
programs. I believe that the reason JMU looks to establish
selective doctoral and master's programs is because JMU's
funding status with the state would improve. I explained to
the SGA that JMU is severely underfunded, and that our
administration and Board of Visitors are working hard to
increase the amount of funding JMU receives from the
state.
I interpreted Surovell's comment as an indication that
the only reason JMU is struggling to meet current
educational demands is because of a faculty shortage.
Although that may be the more obvious perception, along

Daniel Ciatti
student member, JMU Board of Visitors

UPB welcomes students
to experience tribal music

JMU's honor system lacks effectiveness
Attention students! If you're going to receive
any grade less than a 'C this semester, cheat! You
shouldn't be shocked by this statement. Quite the
contrary, our new honor code policy encourages it!
Do you know what our honor code is? You
have certainly seen the little portraits hanging all
over the university that say, "On My Honor. . . ."
What does "..." mean? It means fill-in-the-blank.
For example, "On My Honor, I have never voted
for the Communist Party."
All right, so our honor code is a little
ambiguous. But that doesn't encourage us to cheat
does it? Let's look at the new changes to the honor
code. If you're getting any grade below a 'C,'
cheat. Chances are, you won't get caught or turned
in (leading to an investigation). If you arc
investigated, don't confess (the penalty for
confessing is the same as being found guilty). You
might as well make some people work hard to
prove you're guilty. If you are brought to a
hearing, you have a chance of being found not
guilty (try getting three people to agree on
anything controversial).
But here's the payoff: in a worst-case scenario
(being found guilty), you flunk the course you
were caught cheating in and have to take the next
semester off. If you were going to fail the course
anyway, it's no loss. If you were getting a 'D,'
then you lost a gamble that had odds in your favor.

GUEST COLUMNIST
— Rick Shuman
And of course, there is the semester off (a sabbatical,
if you will). Most students now take five years to
graduate anyway, so you are no worse off.
Now for the beauty of it all: there is absolutely
nothing on your transcript to show that this
happened! What,if you want to run for president
some day? Don't worry; if you graduate in good
standing, JMU destroys all evidence of your little
incident. And there is no limit on the number of
times you can cheat, get caught and return to school.
Finally, the policy has been changed to
accommodate cheaters who are receiving financial
aid! Since students who arc convicted of cheating arc
now allowed to finish the semester, they do not have
their financial aid revoked. Is this a great school or
what — you can now have the government pay for
you to come to JMU and cheat.
The difference between JMU and schools with
effective honor codes is readily apparent. At the
University of Virginia and the Virginia Military
Institute, cheaters are expelled and never return. And
JMU doesn't have a 24-hour computer lab. Why?

The university has to protect its assets from the
potential threat of dishonest students (like someone
caught cheating and has returned after a semester
off). Therefore, JMU will not open a 24-hour lab
until we have video cameras set up to catch those
who walk out with a PC under their arm.
Ridiculous, huh?
Ever seen the signs in the library warning "Be
aware of thieves?" And why are academic
buildings locked up tight at night? Where is the
honor at this school?
My sarcasm is really the only way I've found
to vent my thorough disgust with the honor system
at this university. Every time someone who has
cheated is allowed to return to campus, the efforts
of all honest students have been undermined and
the value of the JMU degree has been degraded.
JMU aspires to become a great school — "the
finest undergraduate university in the country."
But JMU will never succeed until it realizes it
lakes more than flowers and pretty buildings to
rival institutions like UVa.
In short, JMU needs policies to support its
rhetoric, not policies which will encourage the
blatant disregard for honor at this university.
Rick Shuman is a senior CIS major. Todd Boss, a
senior math and economics major, contributed to
this column.
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MOLE HILL BIKES

RARR-EE STATION
Quality Catalogue &
Brand Name Clothing at
50% OFF the Regular Price, or
Better - Everyday!
HOLIDAY GIFT FAVORITES:
Bam Jackets'Hats, Gloves, Scarves
Sweaters»Turtlenecks»Rugbys
Shoes & Boots-Shirts'
Accessories And Much More...
FEATURING
"THE BEST OF BARR-EE":
Specially Selected 1st Quality Holiday
Gift Items, Gift Wrapped & Ready for
Giving! Stop by & Check it Out!

Keep Your Wheels Turning*
Tuneups - Overhauls & Repair
Fast Reasonable Service
Tires - tubes - bikes - accessories
CLOTHING FOR MEN & WOMEN
1790 E MARKET STREET
NEXT TO KROGER
432<0289

879-2011
Just South of Harrisonburg, 3 miles on 42 S.

W»G»;m£«SM"Mi
RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

Thanksgiving
Break
Hours
Tut. 11-24-92
7 am - 8 pm
Wttl 11-25-92
8 am - 5 pm
Thlir. -Sat.
GOBBLE, COBBLE!
FfcopgnSgn. 11-29-92
5 pm • Midnight

SS5SSKKKKSSKSSSRK

Double
The Fun

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
FREE 2nd set of prints
every Wednesday

Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army ROTC
even pay a flat rale for textbooks and supawards scholarships to hundreds of talented
plies. You can also receive an allowance of
students. If you qualify, these merit- gJMaaa, up to $1000 each school year the
based scholarships can help you pay BaUfiS scholarship is in effect. Find out today if
tuition and educational fees. They l\KJ you qualify.

PHOTO^SUPPLY

889 E. Market St.
434-4445
Valley Mall • Dukes Plaza
434-6527
434-3012
Original Rolls of C-41 Win only
3 1/2 or 4 inck sue.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
CONTACT: Major John Bayless
PHONE: 703 - 568 - 3633
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JMU rolls in first exhibition 111-70
by Ian Record
senior writer
The Dukes opened their two-game
1992-93 exhibition schedule by
annihilating the Cuban Junior Club
team by a score of 111-70.
But despite a 41-point thrashing,
JMU head coach Lefty Driesell was
unhappy with the Dukes' play, citing
poor rebounding and passing.
"Our rebounding was awful,"
Driesell said. "We were careless
passing the ball and we were not
aggressive on defense. I can't believe
I gave up three hours of practice for
this.
"Some of our guys played pretty
well, but who couldn't against that
team," he said.
The Dukes were led by senior
scoring-machine William Davis, who
racked up 24 points, including 18
points in the first half.
The game was put well out of reach
late in the first half, as the Dukes built
a 30-point advantage with 4:45
remaining.
All 14 Dukes saw playing time as
Driesell cleared his bench with the
Dukes well in command with about
five minutes left. Driesell went eight

or nine players deep through most of
the contest, often subbing in four
players at a time.
Driesell added that he wasn't sure if
he would go that deep into the bench
during the regular season.
The Cuban club, led by center
Angel Fernandez's 24 points,
managed to get only two players in
double figures. Forward Roberto
Fernandez added 16 points.
Freshman Kareem Robinson
excited the sparse Convocation Center
crowd with a trio of thundering dunks.
The 6-foot-8, 250-pound Robinson
chimed in with seven points.
JMU outrebounded the Cubans 4937, but Driesell wasn't satisfied.
"I thought we played weak," he
said. "That's what I am concerned
about. A team like that we should
manhandle on the boards.
"You can make all kinds of
excuses," Driesell said. "You can
shoot too much, you can pass too
much and you can dribble too much
— but you can never rebound too
much.''
He also criticized the small Convo
Center crowd.
"I am really disappointed at the
nDirCCI I _„„.. 11
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Freshman
puts UVWII
down v»c
one ui
of three
dunks in
he
' ■«*»•"■»"" Kareem
™i«nii Robinson
nuuniwi puts
uutt uuiins
„,<, Friday> He fumhed with seven points and four rebounds.

Cuban National's experience
too much for Dukes, 98-73
by Drew vanEsselstyn
senior writer

Kara Rattff (45) works in the lane Friday.

Experience and size got the better of the JMU
women's basketball team Friday at the Convocation
Center, as they fell hard to the Cuban National
Team, 98-73.
The Cubans rattled off the first 10 points of the
game in the first 2:02. From that point on JMU just
couldn't catch up.
"By far, they're the most athletic group we'll
play," head coach Shelia Moorman said after her
team's loss. "I don't think we'll play anyone with
more quickness or size all year long."
Friday's contest was one stop on a Colonial
Athletic Association tour for the Cubans.
JMU sophomore forward Kara Ratliff, who
expected to be a big contributor, was hounded by the
size of the Cuban team and forced into 3-13 shooting
for only six points.
"We need to rebound better," Ratliff said. "We
were bothered by their size, and they really outpositioned us for rebounds."

The Dukes were plagued by their own mistakes,
due in part to the pressure of playing eight former
Olympians. JMU had 41 turnovers for the game, and
Cuba was able to shoot 56 percent.
"They were able to put pressure on the inbounds
pass," Moorman said, "and their quickness made a
difference."
Sophomore guard Jackie Freeman said, "They
gave up the most points to us so far. We're not going
to have a problem scoring, we just need to work on
our defense."
After the Cubans' initial run, the Dukes were able
to mount their own charge, going on a 14-6 run in
the next 4:26 and were able to close the gap to four
points.
But the Cubans then increased their lead back to
16, and even to as much as 20 points with 1:31 left
before halftime. Going into intermission, JMU
trailed 54-38.
The second half was much of the same, as the
Cubans once again went on a 10-0 run extending the
MOORMAN page 22
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NCAA needs to re-evaluate priorities
Yes, sports fans, it's that time of year again.
The basketball is once again bouncing and,
somewhere in America, Bobby Knight is
screaming, Pete Carril is fussing and Dick Vitale
is smiling. And in Overland Park, Kansas, the
NCAA is again proving where its priorities lie.

SPORTS COMMENTARY
—Steve Miranda
Earlier this year, three players from the
University of Michigan basketball team were
found to have accepted money for acting as judges
of a dunk contest This is a violation of NCAA
rules, and the players were suspended for three
games.
Two weeks ago, the NCAA cowardly reversed
its decision, letting those players off the hook.
Earlier this year, the NCAA released the results
of a lengthy investigation that proved the
University of Syracuse basketball program [and
other sports as well] guilty of breaking every rule
but the Golden Rule — and they probably broke
that one, too.
The result? A one-year, slap-on-the-wrist
probation sentence, and for star center Conrad
McRae, who was involved in many of the

infractions, a three-game suspension that will
force him to miss two exhibition games as well as
the season opener against basketball powerhouse
Cornell.
"Never bite the hand that feeds you," is usually
a wise proverb to follow, and the NCAA certainly
knows where its bread comes from. Michigan is
perhaps the most popular and exciting team in the
country. They went to the Final Four last year
starting five freshmen, and are preseason favorites
in many polls.
The Big East was the pre-eminent conference
in the nation several years ago, but has dropped
off in recent years. And after losing legendary
coaches Rollie Massimino and Lou Carnesecca
this off season, crushing Syracuse could do
irreparable harm to the primary outlet for college
basketball in the Northeast.
The result is a pathetic double-standard that has
the rich getting richer.
Last week the NCAA uncovered falsified
records by the University of Tulsa track and field
team to meet minimum requirements for
participation. This left them with only six eligible
varsity teams, one below the minimum to compete
at Division-I. The NCAA responded by crushing
the entire athletics program across the board,
including basketball, banning them from
postseason play for one year.
Somehow, if Tulsa had a top-10 basketball

Moorman

Driesell

CONTINUED from page 21

CONTINUED from page 21

lead to 27 points with 13:30 to go.
But with 8:45 left in the second half, JMU
asserted itself and held its own until the end of the
game, scoring 16 of the final 30 points behind strong
play from freshman forward Sarah Schreib and
Freeman.
For the game, the Dukes were led in scoring by
sophomores Krissy Heinbaugh and Christina Lee,
each with 14 points. But as a team JMU was limited
to 39 percent shooting from the floor.
Cuban center Yamilot Calderon was the leading
scorer with 22 points, followed closely by forward
Leoner Hernandez, who had 21 points.
As a team, the Cubans amassed 43 rebounds,
including 29 defensive caroms limiting JMU to only
a few second-chance opportunities on offense.
Moorman said the Dukes didn't play very well.
"I think that they need to grow up as basketball
players," she said. "One of the biggest parts of being
a competitor is that we have to get mentally tough.
We've got to not only lift yourself up, but also lift
your teammates up."
The Dukes begin the regular season at the Convo
Dec. 2 against Morgan State at 7:30 p.m.

crowd — the crowd was worse than our play,"
Driesell said. "It is hard to gauge our performance
against that club."
JMU also lit it up from long distance, hitting eight
three-pointers in 11 attempts. Sophomore guard Kent
Culuko hit five three-pointers in seven tries to
account for most of his 19 points. Paul Carter, Bryan
Edwards, and Darren McLinton each connected on
their only attempts of the night
Driesell said he is unhappy with the exhibition
scheduling, especially JMU's first opponent — a far
inferior Cuban Junior National Team.
"I don't know why we play their junior team,"
Driesell said. "We should be playing their senior
team. I don't like games like this."
The Dukes play their second and final exhibition
game at the Convocation Center tonight against the
USA Verich Representatives. Tip off is set for 7:30
p.m. JMU begins regular season play on December 1
at the Convo against Furman.

DoublE'DiqiT Dukes
William Davis
Kent Culuko
Michael Venson
Paul Carter
Bryan Edwards
Clayton Ritter

program, the NCAA would have come up with a
different solution.
This double standard in the NCAA has
prevailed for several years now.
Two years ago, the University of Nevada-Los
Vegas basketball team was suspended from the
NCAA tournament for rules violations but had
that suspension lifted so they could defend their
national title.
Fact: There hadn't been a repeat champion in
18 years and every basketball fan in the country
wanted to see if UNLV, tabbed by some as the
greatest team ever, could repeat. Translation:
Whopping television ratings.
But since when does the NCAA guarantee the
right to defend the title?
It didn't in 1984, when Louisville was not
invited back to the NCAA tournament after
winning the championship the year before.
And in a situation similar to UNLV's, Kansas
had won the national title in 1988 but was
suspended from the tournament the next year for
rules violations. They were given no second
chance. Why should they? Danny Manning and
Larry Brown had left for the NBA, along with any
TV appeal Kansas had.
So who's actually controlling collegiate
basketball — ABC, CBS, NBC, ESPN or NCAA?
The time has come for the NCAA to set itself
apart from the almighty dollar.

24
19
14
13
11
11

DoubU'DiqiT Duke*
-
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Bryan Edwards had four steals on Friday.

Krissy Heinbaugh
Christina Lee
Jackie Freeman

14
14
10
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SPORTSHIGHUGHTS
JMU volleyball players
named All-CAA
JMU volleyball players Zoe Anastas
and Susan Martin were named to the
1992 All-CAA Team. The selection was
made by the CAA coaches.
Anastas, a junior outside hitter, was
named to the first team. She leads the
Dukes in kill average with 3.0 and is
second on the team in dig average, with
2.7.
Martin, a freshman middle hitter, was
a second-team selection. She leads JMU
in service aces with 63 and block
average with 0.9.

Three field hockey players
named All-South Region
Three JMU field hockey players have
been named to the 1992 All-South
Region Team.
Junior midfielder Leslie Nason was
named to the first team, and junior
midfielder Megan Kelly and sophomore
back Heather Almborg were secondteam selections.
Nason was named to the team for the
second year in a row, after receiving an
all-region second team selection in
1991. This is the first time Kelly and
Almborg have earned all-region honors.

Swimming & diving teams
topple ODU
Both the men and women's
swimming and diving teams were
victorious on Saturday, scoring wins
over Old Dominion.
The women, who beat ODU 76-37,
saw strong showings from both relay
teams. The 400-medley relay squad of
Lipp, Simmons, Fitzmaurice,and
Bultema came in first place with a time
of 4:08.93. The 200-freestyle team also
finished on top at 1:42.69.
JMU swimmers Fitzmaurice and
Brinser tied for first place in the 200meter backstroke at 2:11.69.
The men's team defeated the
Monarchs 74-39 to up their record to 31.
JMU diver Triolet was victorious in
the three-meter diving competition with
a score of 307.8, while the 400-freestyle
relay team also finished with a win at
3:16.11.

SPORTS
WEEKEND
MONDAY NOVEMBER 23, 1992

JMU Results
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Friday, Nov. 20
Harrisonburg
JMU 111, Cuban Nat'l 70
JMU (111)
Robinson 3-3 1-2 7, McLinton 33 0-0 7, Edwards 5-9 0-0 11,
McGuffin 0-3 0-0 0, Wells 0-3 00 0, Venson 6-8 2-3 14, Culuko
6-9 2-2 19, Davis 7-8 10-11 24,
Chambers 1-5 1-1 3, Carter 5-10
2-2 13, Hunter 0-0 0-0 0, Ritter
5-7 1-1 ll.Foskhul 0-2 0-00,
Cuk 1-2 0-0 2. Totals 42-72 1922 111.
Cuban National (70)
Perez 1-4 1-1 3, Garcia 3-11 0-0
7, Goirc 3-6 0-1 6, Terry 0-1 1-2
1, R.Fernandez 7-20 2-5 16,
Savon 0-2 0-0 0, Gonzales 0-3 22 2, Matamores 2-4 4-4 8,
Guilarte 1-5 0-0 3, A. Fernandez
5-15 14-19 24, Menes 0-5 0-0 0.
Totals 22-76 24-34 70.
Halftime - JMU 69, Cuba 33.
Fouled out - None. Rebounds JMU 49 (Carter 10), Cuba 37 (A.
Fernandez 10). Assists- JMU 27
(Chambers 9), Cuba 5 (Garcia 3).
Total fouls -JMU 22, Cuba 17.
A —2500.

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
Friday, Nov. 20
Harrisonburg
Cuba 98, JMU 73
Cuba National (98)
Barbon 2-5 2-2 6, Y. Hernandez
5-9 3-4 13, Calderon 8-19 6-6 22,
Perdoso4-4 1-1 10, Iglesias 3-5
0-06, L. Hernandez 10-16 1-1
21, Gomez 5-7 1-311, Pompa 02 1-2 1, D. Hernandez 2-3 2-2 6,
C.Hernandez 1 -2 0-0 2, G.
•Modoros 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 40-72
17-2198.
JMU (73)
Heinbaugh 3-8 7-7 14, Ratliff 313 0-0 6, Woodson 1-3 0-1 2,
Freeman 2-6 4-5 10, Shelley 2-2
0-0 4, Lee 5-12 3-5 14, Schreib
3-7 1-2 7, Powell 1-5 1-13,
Hopkins 3-3 1-3 7. Algeo 1-3 2-2
4, Gurile 0-0 2-2 2. Totals 24-62
21-28 73.

Halftime - Cuba 54, JMU 38.
Fouled out - None. Rebounds Cuba 43 (Y. Hernandez 9), JMU
29 (Hopkins 5). Assists - Cuba
19 (Barbon, D. Hernandez 5),
JMU 17 (Lee 5). Total fouls Cuba 26, JMU 19.
A —750.

WRESTLING
Saturday, Nov. 21
Annapolis, Md.
Team Scores:
1. North Carolina Slate, 135.5
2.Clemson, 130.5
3. West Virginia, 117.75
4. Navy,117
5. George Mason, 80
6. Morgan State, 63.25
7. James Madison, 42

MEN'S
SWIMMING & DIVING
Saturday, Nov. 21
Norfolk
JMU 74, Old Dominion 39
400 medley relay — ODU,
3:38.18
1000 freestyle — Camillo
(ODU), 9:58.56
200 freestyle — Gabriele (JMU),
1:46.19
50 freestyle — Loranger (ODU),
21.98
220IM — Rowland (JMU),
2:01.25
One-meter diving — Summers
(ODU), 297.6
200 bulierfly — Gabriele (JMU),
1:54.32
100 freestyle —Ball (JMU),
48.57
200 backstroke — Pozzilini
(JMU), 1:57.47
500 freestyle — Taylor (JMU),
4:47.01
Three-meter diving — Triolet
(JMU), 307.8
200 breast-stroke — Loranger
(ODU), 2:10.76
400 free relay — JMU 3:16.11

WOMEN'S
SWIMMING & DIVING
Saturday, Nov. 21
Norfolk
JMU 76, Old Dominion 37
400 medley relay — JMU,
4:08.93

1,000 freestyle — Breitbeil
(ODU), 10:47.79
200 freestyle — David (JMU),
1:59.11
50 freestyle — Walker (JMU),
24.85
200 IM — Connolly (ODU),
2:12.73
One-meier diving — Drallos

(ODU), 279.6
200 butterfly — McDonnell
(JMU), 2:09.53
100 freestyle — Walker (JMU),
53.72
200 backstroke — Fitzmaurice
(JMU) and Brinser (JMU), tie
2:11.69
500 freestyle — Zipf (JMU),
5:15.21
Three-meter diving — Drallos
(ODU), 262.65
200 breaststroke — Simmons
(JMU), 2:30.19
200 free relay —JMU, 1:42.69

WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
Colonial Athletic Association
Tournament
Greenville, NC
Nov. 21,1992
First round
JMU def. American 15-13,1715,14-16,11-15,15-5
Semifinals
GMUdef. JMU 13-15,15-4,155,15-7

1992 All-Colonial Athletic
Association Volleyball Team
Co-Players of the Year: Kirsten
Schimke (W&M), Angie Smith
(GMU)
Coach of the Year: Pat Kendrick
(GMU)
First Team: Zoe Anastas (JMU),
Michcle Arnold (GMU), Kirsten
Schimke (W & M), Wendy
Schultz (ECU), Angie Smith
(GMU), Natasha Sylvain
(American)
Second Team: Anna AgbeDavies (W&M), Julie Amberg
(W&M), Amy Chilausky (UNCWilminglon), Jennifer Dinabcrg
(GMU), Susan Martin (JMU),
Sheldon Plentovich (UNCWilmington)
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5PRIN§ BREAK
W3

Q: What can you get
for $550 at JMU?
a. A week of punches at Dukes

b. 5 books at the Bookstore
cj 7 days and 7 nights in Jamaica!!!

%y

f»k<i

Including:
round trip airfare from Baltimore to Jamaica
hotel accomodations for seven nights
discounts
parties
and more
First Deposit Due: December 1
For more information, call the UPB at X6217.
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CALVIN & HOBBES/BiUWatterson
HELLO? ... NO. m MOM
CANT COME TO THE PHONE
RIGHT NOW.

-*H

SORE. IV BE GLAD
TO TAKE A MESSAGE.

T

IT

16V) WRITE ir DOWN,
MtNE \T OVER. HERE,
m ME FIVE BUCKS. AND
I1L GNE IT TO HER THE
NEXT TAME I SEE HER.

'r«\\XV.'

THEN I'LL FILE THEM
INTO POINTS, SO ITL
HAVE CLAWS JUST
L\KE ^OU.
I

HE MVJST NOT WME
WANTED TO TALK TO

MOM

MEW BAD.

//t£-

-**At
««w

I'M GROWING
FINGERNAILS

THE FAR SlUE/Gary Larson

f NINE ARE
I RETRACTABLE

ir

L
NO RETRACTABLE CLAWS,
NO OP905A8LE TOES,
NO PREHENSILE TAIL.
NO COtAPcWND E1ES,
NO FANGS, NO WINGS..

STGUUH...

lrf*t-

Killer bees are generally described as
starting out as larvae delinquents.

HOMS SO
PRACTICAL

"One good thing about living in this age
all the caves are brand new."
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Is there something
we should know?

If you have a news tip, question or
complaint, you can reach The Breeze at
X6127.

m.
mm
is taking a
vacation!
The Breeze will not be
26 and November 30.
Have a safe and fat
Thanksgiving holiday.

In their Commons apartment's fully-equipped kitchen with
microwave, they whipped up some winners. Then Sara met her
match in a teriyaki-blackened Twinkie pizza.
Living off-campus means
freedom and independence from
dorm life and food!
Even if you can't boil water,
you'll still love the microwave
oven that comes in every
Commons Apartment. Each
fully furnished, four bedroom
apartment comes with a patio or
balcony, wall-to-wall carpeting,
double beds, a microwave
oven, washer/dryer, and
free cable television!

Office Hours
Mon.-Fri.- 9-5:30
and by appointment

Call The
Commons
today at
432-0600
and get off
campus
next fall!
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Reem tar rent - House, Spring semester.
S187AM. Cal Dan, 43M861.

FOR RENT
1

Hunter 1 Ridge townhouso - 2 BR apt
wMh, turrashed with microwave Shan
kitchen, W/D with two other reiidints
Available Spring seataWr. RM *225/mo
each Cal Scott. 432*313.
Oh* m» M efler! Roan lo ran In houM
one block from campus Avatar* DK. 18.
Cal Brooke, 432-6122

1 BEM66MAPT5.

Real theaah May 1M - One BR apt wan
WO. uVwT5o Orty $100 depoai. Great lor
beahman tired of campus Cal Mieei at 56*
0788.
Farneshee] ream - 657 S. Main St. Sprirrj
ssmeater. Uf, doee to campus. 4340734.
Female roommate seeded - Okie MID,
sublet anytime, immeikaiely thru July '93
WO. microwave, OrW. Cal (717) 652-4773.

OtMl wait le And a geed *umm*r Job Earn $8,0001* $15,000 as a manager for
Coaage Pro Painters We ofler hj training &
financial support For Into, cal (800) 942
0076.
WefneajeneJ employment - Make money
leaching English abroad. Japan 8 Taiwan
Make $2,000 - $4,000* par month. Many
provide room $ board * other benelitsl
Financially $ culturally rewarding! For
International Employment Group: (206) 632
1146«J5325

Two male re*

at**
adad - Madrson
Squaw townhouae fumehed, $175/mo. 568
3208

SHORT LEASES AVAILABLE
Quiet. Like New
4 Blocks away on DutchmHI Ct.
$315/mo.
434-2100

Help! Tad* tw my lea** n Hunters Ridge
condo starting Jan. 1. $l75/mo CaM Dan at
432-1419.
Help! Famal* room mat* needed to sublet
Spring or Summer '93 The Commons,
$200/mo.. tree water, cable, W/D Call
Debbie, 432-1638.
Delia* apartment - Two I* mates, lireplacs.
designer k*chen, grin-range, 6 blocks from
. W/D, D/W, all utilitiei
lilities included.
$aO*ie each Corsact Unas, 28»5055
Cottage apartment w/garag* - Two
lemales, W/D, lots ot privacy. AH utilities
included. $220/mo each. Contact Linda. 2895055.
Large apartmant - Three large IR, 3
lemales, big kitchen, screened porch, back
yard, 6 blocks Irom campus. AN utilities
Included. $l90/mo each. Contact Linda. 2895055.
Help! Female take over lease - Ode MM.
Jan - May 93. W/0. doubk) bad, rocrowave.
DAV.Cal 432-1033.
- Hunter's Ridge
third floor apt Jan -May $175/mo Cal 4333884.
One BR apt - Available Spring semester
Wah to campus. Call 5640387.
F*r*a»* - HM/mo. Townhouse, the works
lor next semester. Tara, 433-5336.
Female roommata needed - Townhouse,
Hunter's Ridge, second semester Christie,
433-7351.
I semaatar sub-let at Olde Mill'
ChsaplCalChnsaan. 432-1802.

-For rent June 1,
1803 tmi May 31.1994. 11050/mo Cal 896
8346.

Snowboards far sal* - Kemper, Checker
Pig. Sims. Cal Tom. 43MB11.
R*trig*rator lor sen - 2.7 cubic feet, great
condten. Wendy, 432-1728.

Typist - Reasonable, accurate, close to
JMU. 434-4947

Used CDs - 16/each. Dgnal mixing board
DJ, $175. Mke, 298-0343.

Expert typing - Al papers. Call Kara. 8331400.

Jeep 1982 Wrangler- Electors condition,
i, htch 433-7845. $10.500080

NOTICE

Ferret - 4 ma, spayea, descersed, cage &
arxeeeories Cal 432-9802
Aapt* Macintosh Pta -1 MG. 2 dak drive,
Imagewnter 2. all software, like new.
$800/060 Cal Geofl. 433-7309

PERSONALS

Lunch needs*
l-Tostartat
Christmas break ft cooks to Man irmwiatety.
Greet money) Apply at 22 S Mam 9

Sun Splash Spring Break '931 Jamaica,
Cancun. Bahamas. Florida from $99. Book
eartyrsavs $$$! Organize group travel Iree!
(800)426-7710.

Need extra income? Work own hours. Make
high income WiH train Phone (703 )5645047.
Mail Handlers needed immediately to
process large amounts of mail. Fast cash!
Send a set addressed stamped envelope lor
deals 8 application to: ABC Mai Processing.
PO Box 159, Dawn Springs. TN 37057.

One ream left In third floor
Crossing apt. Available Dec. 18
Spring or Summer semester. Fully
Call Keith at JMU, 432-6321 or
(703)822-4033.

Free tripe ft money! hdiwduals 8 student
organizations wanted to promote the hottest
Spring Break destinations, cal the nation's
leader knar-Campus Programs, (800) 327
8013

Help usl Wa need a third lor our 3 BR api
Ckee lo campus, low rent Cal Jessica. 5641910.

For more information ft assistance
regarding the investigation of
financing business opportunities &
work at home opportunities, contact
trie Better Business Bureau, Inc.
at
(800) 533-5501

HELP WANTED

Hotel Going abroad nett semester. Male
taka over lease. Ode Mi, Jan. - May 33
Fully lumished, $170rmo. Call Norm. 5640431.
- Ashby
lor either
lumished
at home,

Resumes - Custom-written; award-wrming
wrter/marketing speoakst; typeset 4340515.
Making a decision about an unplanned
pregnancy worn be easy. First, give yoursel
a hula time Look at all your options Irom al
the angles. Weigh the pros and cons
carekily. Above al, be honest with yoursel.
Remornbor, the best choice is the on* that's
right lor you. We offer family planning,
counseling and first trimester abortion
services because wa betevo a woman should
have a ful range of options available lo her
Call us if we can help, confidentially of
course. Hagerstown Reproductive Health
Services; in Hagerstown, Maryland since
1979. (301) 733-2400 Cosset calls accepted

FOR SALE

Immediate opening - For construction
laborer at Lakeview Got Course Wage rale
ot $6Vhr. Cal Woody Outlaw. (703) 432-1793.

We're an Mm novel Imislana in hair design,
635 W Market St., Harrisorcurg, VA 22801,
433-1588 (Formerly Gerard's) $5 haircuts tor
sudana.

ZTA cengratulatas Heidi Knapp on
Parvwlenc Pmsidsnt Elect! Good kick!

Taking LSATs Dec. 5 (Sat) 8 need a rids?
CSC will sponsor a van. ($3 per person)
Reserve your seats now by signing up at
WinePncs Hal (CSC ol.ee)
Adoption - Christian chadless couple. Wee is
an R.N., plans to stay home with baby. We
can help each other! Please cal Paul & Mary,
(703)369-9899.
Spring Break! Bahamas cruise, $2791
Panama City with kitchen, $1191 Cancun,
$429! Jamaica, $479! Daytona (kitchens).
$1491 Key West, $2491 (800) 678-6386
AEA - Bowling superstars) Camp
Horizons was mcredble! Greal po grtsi

The Yethu Thai chain centinu**...

MEDIATE
MEDIATE
MEDIATE

TONIGHT
MEN'S EXHIBITION
BASKETBALL GAME
7:30 PM
ROCK THE ZOO!!
Programs Coordinator position now open
for Spring semester for Commuter Student
Council. Stop by Wine-Price Hall (CSC
tounge) lo pet up your appkeation

«4252
Cerleg* Station- $100 cash rebate lor early
sign-up Mvidual leases 4 BR townhouses
Furnished including microwave, W/D.
dishwasher. Call Dorothy Ritchie, agent
Conwwnwealrh Realy. he. 432-6541 or 4342877.

S**n Murphy - Have a great
Thojaujghlngl You are awesome YBS

Slv*r 8 gold pendant found near bfce rack
entrance to WCC. Call x5532 8 give

Aluandrla - M/F to share 4 BR house.
$325. BaT, (703)823-1522.
I room — In In* Commons, second
$21&'mo.ev*1yth«igirdud*d.Cal

Ouaranteed free Spring Break trip to
Bahamas or Panama Ctyl Cancun. Jamaica,
Daytona. Kays! Sign-up belora Dec. 11.
19921 Springbreakl (800) 6784386

Adoption - Childless couple very much
wanes to adopt. Your chid wil have a secure
home with lots of love & attention. We can
help each other. Cal Tm 8 Luann collect,
(703)719-9113.

Spring Break
in
Russia
Sister City Tour to
St. PetertHirg, Peterhot
Moscow, Vladimir-Suzdal
Call- X7235, x7311, or X6851

JMU'i Center for Off-Campus Living is
publishing their 1993 Housing Guide for
students Those interested in listing rentals
available to students should cal Susan at
X8071 for more into
SM - Intarcolegiata ski weeks. Or*/ $209
Includes: 5 day lift iickei/Snights lodging
(mountainsido condoys days Intercollegiate
Actrrities (Drinking age -18) Sponsored by
Label's, Motson ft Ml. Sutton. Canada (Just
across the Vermont Border) Group leader
Discounts. Jan. 3-8. Jan. 10-15 ft
Springbreak '93. Cal Ski Travel Unlimited
(800) 999-SKB

Center tor Mediation
16498
Fair, Free, ft Fun!
Superman - 11 wear tie krypton** proudly
Love always, MLE
ZTA Pledge class - Hang in there, not
much longer now!
Tiv*l! Great talking to you! ft me in on you
know what! Miss yal Your drinking buddy in
the'Burg
Local students!!!
Wa need 5 -10 students to help
with the Jr. Duke Club Pizza Party
onTues.Nov. 24
5:30 pm-7:30 pm
Free T-shirt A pizza
tor those who help
Call X6461
nK«, HI. A III - Wei do anything for
money! Tharks, ZTA.
AO> - Have a wonderful Tha*sgiving break!
Love, AIA
Shop Encore Consignments
For sterling jewelry, costume jewelry,
crystal prisms, discount socks,
books, household stuff, glassware,
collectibles ft unusual Christmas
gifts. Encore Consignments 82 S. Main St., Harrisonburg
M-S, 10-5:30.433-7148

ZTA congratulate* its new Enc tor 19931
Good luck gets!

HANDGUN MURDERS
In Vaguiia increased by 55% from 19B7IO
1991. Hot) slop ttw vtotence. Write to
Delegate Gladys Keating. 5909 Parkrldg*
Ln.. Franconla, VA, 22310, a Ml her you
support beser restrictions on gun sale* in
Virginia. For more kilo wrti to SAFE.
P.O. Bos 314. Dayton, VA 22821.

Alpha Kappa Psi wants to congratulate the
AKPsi-PSE women's soltball team on
winning the intramural championship. Way to
goladwsl

Adoption - Loving couple unable to have
children wishes to adopt. Please call (804)
779-7829.

Dan't forget to return your gifts for
Operation Santa Claus to Carrier Library,
Nov30-D*c4.

Adoption option - Tim ft Vicki wish to share
our home with an infant. We both have
college degrees ft work in education. Our
hobbies am music, got ft church activities If
you wish to talk with us, please call our
counselor at (800) 296-2367.
Mkl G rocks my world! Leva, YLS.
The brothers of Alpha Kappa Psi want lo
thank the Delta Pledge class for the great
party on Friday night!

Zeta Tau Alpha wishes everyone a happy ft
healthy Thanksgrvng break!
AXA - Thanks tor the punch, Hawaiian
atyte! Love, AIA.

AKA - Let's have another wmiertest party
with you soon! ZTA

NOTICE

For more information &
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing
business opportunities & work
at home opportunities, contact
the Better Business Bureau Inc
at
(800) 533-5501

The next Breeze will be
Thursday. December 3.
Have a great break!

)
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$

6.45

$

7.37

($8 price includes tax)

($7 price includes tax)

1 TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS
Original or Pan Perfect

CJVflr.^atti*,
The Best Pizza In Town ... f/**tc <S>

2 or 3 TOPPING
LARGE PIZZA &
4 DRINKS
Original or Pan Perfect
Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

NO TURKEYS HERE...
JUST THE BEST PIZZA
AT THE FAIREST PRICE

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
433-0606
$

5.53

($6 price includes tax)

1 TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS
Original or Pan Perfect
Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

HM

FAST FEAST BUFFET
AVAILABLE DAILY
MON-FRI —11 A.M. - 2 P.M. 5:30 P.M. - 8:30 P.M. SAT & SUN —11 A.M. - 4 P.M.
4 P.M. - 8:30 P.M. -

$

6.45

($7 price includes tax)
-$3.99
—$4.29
—$3.99
$4.29

FEATURING ALL YOU CAN EAT
PIZZA, PASTA & SALAD

2 or 3 TOPPING
MEDIUM PIZZA &
2 DRINKS
Original or Pan Perfect
Delivery or Take-out
No Coupon Necessary

